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Summary

A two day annual extravaganza and the most popular and awaited college
festival ³Razzmatazz ´was organised from Feb 14-15,2020 by Cultural
Committee , RDIAS. The annual cultural fest commenced with the blessings of
Goddess Saraswati and lighting of the lamp by Director Prof. Dr. Raman Garg,
Dean Placements Dr. Namita Garg, Dean Students Welfare Mr. Somendra
Kumar, Incharge Examinations Dr. Imran Khan Faculty Evrent In Charge Ms.
Bhajneet Kaur & Ms. Jyoti Gupta along with Course Coordinator MBA-Dr. Sunil
Kumar Yadav and Course Coordinator BBA Dr. Smita Mishra, faculty members
and participating students.
The spectacular Day1 of Razzmatazz 2020 started with the motivating speech
by Prof. Dr. Raman Garg, followed by the first event of the day - Solo dance,
wherein the participants came up with mesmerising and spectacular dance
performances. Second event for the day was stand up comedy act wherein
participants successfully added humour to the ever stressful and monotonous
life of audiences. The same was followed by Group singing competition where
the participating teams stole our hearts by their mesmerizing songs. The
contestants sang the songs with lots of passion, confidence and feeling. Next
event of the day was canvas painting wherein contestants used the medium of
colors and art to express their own thoughts and imagination. The participants
gave vent to their imagination and aesthetic exploration, creating magical
expressions on the theme of Fantasy : thinking beyond. The next event
conducted was Rap Battle wherein the rappers rocked the entire audience with
their beats and music. This event was followed by Solo Singing competition
wherein the melodious songs sung by participant¶s pulled the heartstrings of the
audience. The Last competition of the day was Antakshari wherein there were
multiple fun rounds enjoyed both by audiences and contestants. Keeping up the
fervor of the event to an all-time high, as the day saw the curtains falling over the
first days event of RAZZMATAZZ 2020 made the crowd dance to beats of
music. The high energy of DJ made the event an unforgettable one for one and
all.

After completion of entire performances of Day 1 with grand success, Day 2
started with fervour and enthusiasm. There were plethora of activities and
programmes planned for the final day of this cultural festival. The first event for
the day was War of Bands, amidst everything, when everyone was gearing up
for crazy screaming and jumping to the rocking tunes of music, the first event of
the day , War of Bands was all praise worthy. Followed by this was Group Dance
event wherein teams from different colleges gave some amazing performances.
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Third event for the day was Fashion Show, the theme for which was India. The
participating teams presented their idea of theme via fashion walk, props and
stories. Followed by this was the final event of the day Mr. & Ms. Razzmatazz.
There were some mind blowing performances given in the last event.
Participants were also asked some mind boggling questions.
Simultaneously to all these events, was held a magnum opus Photography
Exhibition.
The festival provided a platform to students from various colleges to showcase
their talents, and simultaneously enjoy the events. It was a great opportunity for
students to perform and present their hidden talents, skills and art. At the end of
the festival, winners of different events were awarded with prizes and
certificates .
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